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SYSTEM DESIGN LIFE CYCLE:  
o The basic software development life cycle consists of analysis, design, implementation, testing and 

refi e e t. Its ai  ai  is to t a sfo  use s’ eeds i to a soft a e solutio . 
o The development is a process of change, refinement, transformation or addition to the existing 

product. The software development process can be viewed as a series of transformations, where the 

output of one transformation becomes input of the subsequent transformation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Transformation 1 a alysis  t a slates the use s’ eeds i to syste  e ui e e ts & espo si ilities.  
O Transformation 2 (design) begins with a problem statement and ends with a detailed design that can be 

transformed into an operational system. It includes the bulk of s/w development activity.  

O Transformation 3 (implementation) refines the detailed design into the system deployment that will 

satisfy the use s’ eeds. It ep ese ts e eddi g s/  p odu t ithi  its ope atio al e i o e t. 
o An example of s/w development process is the waterfall approach which can be stated as below  

 

 

 

Object Oriented S/W development process model: 

The object oriented software development life cycle (SDLC) consists of three macro processes: object–
oriented analysis, object–oriented design and object–oriented implementation. 

 

o Object–oriented system development includes object–oriented analysis, object–oriented 

design, Prototyping, Component–based development, Incremental testing. 

(NOTE:Which is dercribed below) 

Wha

t  How  Do it  Test  
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e 
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o By following the life cycle model of Jacobson, Ericsson and Jacobson, once can produce designs 

that are traceable across requirements, analysis, design, implementation and testing. The 

main advantage is that all design decisions can be traced back directly to user requirements. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Object–Oriented Analysis  
o This phase of s/w development is concerned with determining the system requirements and 

identifying classes and their relationship to other classes in the problem domain.  
o Scenarios are a great way of examining who does what in the interactions among objects and 

hat ole they play; that is, thei  i te elatio ships. This i te se tio  a o g o je ts’ oles to 
achieve a given goal is called collaboration. 

o I  esse e, a use ase is a typi al i te a tio  et ee  a use  a d syste  that aptu es use s’ goals  
and needs. Expressing high level processes & interactions with customers in scenario & analyzing it is 

referred to as use– ase odeli g. It ep ese ts use s’ ie  of the syste  o  use s’ eeds. 
o Looking at the physical objects in the system also provides us important information on objects in the 

systems. The objects could be individuals, organizations, machines, units of information, pictures, or 

whatever else makes sense in the context of the real–world systems.  
o In regarding documentation, 80 – 20 rule is generally applies where 80 percent of the work can be 

done with 20 percent of the documentation. Good modeling implies good documentation. 
 

2. Object–Oriented Design (OOD)  
o The goal of OOD is to design the classes identified during the analysis phase and the user interface. 

Here, we identify & define additional objects, classes that support implementation of requirements. 

o OOD is highly incremental. OOA can done, model it, create OOD them do some more on it. 

o Here, we first, build the object model based on objects and their relationships, then iterate and 

refine the model such as * Design and refine classes 

* Design and refine attributes  * Design and refine methods 

* Design and refine structures * Design and refine associations. 
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o Guidelines to use in OOD: 

* Reuse, rather than build, a new class. Know the existing classes 

* Design a large number of simple classes, rather than a small number of complex classes 

* Design methods 

* Critique what you have proposed. If possible, go back and refine the classes. 
 

Prototyping: -  
o A p ototype is a e sio  of a soft a e p odu t de eloped i  the ea ly stages of the p odu t’s life y le 

for specific, experimental purposes. It enables to fully understand how easy or difficult it will be to 

implement some of the features of the system.  
o Prototyping can further define the use cases, and it actually makes use–case modeling much easier. 

The main idea is to build a prototype (use–case modeling) to design systems that users like & need.  
o It provides the developer a means to test & refine user interface & increase usability of system. 

o The following categories are some of accepted prototypes each having its own strength. ⇒ Horizontal Prototype: It is a simulation of interface but contain no functionality. Advantages: Very 

quick to implement, good overall of system, user to evaluate interface on normal base  ⇒ Vertical Prototype: It is a subset of system features with complete functionality. Advantage: few 

implemented functions can be tested in great depth  ⇒ Analysis Prototype: It is an aid for exploring problem domain. It used to inform user & 

demonstrate proof of a concept ⇒ Domain Prototype: It is an aid for incremental development of ultimate software development  

o Prototyping should involve representation from all user groups that will be affected by the project,    

especially the end users and management members to ascertain that the general structure of the 

prototype meets the requirements established for the overall design. 

o The purpose of the review is three fold are  
1. To demonstrate that the prototype has been developed according to the specification and that the 

final specification is appropriate. 

2. To collect information about errors or other problems in the system, such as user interface 

problems that need to be addressed in the intermediate prototype stage. 

3. To give management and everyone connected with the project the first glimpse of what the 

technology can provide. 

o Prototyping is a useful exercise at almost any stage of the development. It should be done in parallel 

with the preparation of the functional specification. 
 

3. Implementation  
o Software components are built & tested in–house using a wide range of technologies. Computer– 

aided S/w Engineering (CASE) tools allow their users to rapidly develop information systems.  
o The ai  goal of CA“E te h ology is the auto atio  of the e ti e i fo atio  syste ’s de elop e t 

life cycle process using a set of integrated software tools, such as modeling,  
Methodology, and automatic code generation. 

o CBD is an industrialized approach to the s/w development process. Application development moves 

from custom development to assembly of pre-built, pre-tested, reusable s/w components that operate 

with each other.  
o Two basic ideas underlie CBD move application development from a craft activity to an industrial 

process fit to meet the needs of modern, highly dynamic, competitive, global businesses. 

1. Application development can be improved significantly if application can be assembled quickly 

from prefabricated software components. 

2. An increasingly large collection of interpretable s/w components could be made available to 

developers in both general and specialist catalogs. 

o The s/w components are the functional units of a program, building blocks offering a collection of re-

usable services. A s/w component can request a service from another component or deliver its  
own services on request. 
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o Rapid Application Development (RAD) is a set of tools and techniques that can be used to build an 

application faster than typically possible with traditional methods.  
The main objective of RAD is to build a version of an application rapidly to see whether we actually have 

understood the problem (analysis) & determines whether the system does what it is supposed to do 

(Design). 

 

Object Modeling Technique(OMT)  
o OMT presented by Jim Rambaugh and his co-workers describes a method for the analysis, design 

and implementation of a system using an object-oriented technique. 

o OMT is a fast, intuitive approach for identifying and modeling all the objects making up a system. 

Details such as class, attributes, method, inheritance and association also can be expressed easily. 

o OMT consists of four phases, which can be performed iteratively. 

1. Analysis: The results are objects and dynamic and functional models 

2. System Design: The results are a structure of basic architecture of system along with high– level 

strategy decisions. 

3. Object Design: This phase produces a design document, consisting of detailed objects static, 

dynamic and functional models. 

4. Implementation: This activity produces reusable, extensible and robust code. 

o OMT separates modeling into three different parts. 

1. An object model, presented by the object model and the data dictionary. 

2. A dynamic model presented by the state diagrams and even flow diagrams. 

3. A functional model presented by data flow and constraints. 

 

o Object Model: It describes the structure of objects in a system: Their identity, relationships to other 

objects, attributes and operations. It is represented graphically with an object diagram which 

contained classes interconnected by association lines. Each class contains a set of individual objects 

and association lines establish relationships among the class.  
o OMT Dynamic Model: It provides a detailed and comprehensive dynamic model, in addition to letting 

us depict states, transitions, events and actions. The OMT state transition diagram is a network of states 

and events. Each state receives one or more events, at which time it makes the transition to the next 

state whereas the next state depends on current state as well as events.  
o OMT Functional Model: OMT data flow diagram (DFD) shows the flow of data between difference 

processes in a business. It also provides a simple and intuitive method for describing business process 

without focusing on the details of the computer system. DFD uses 4 primary  
symbols  

 1. The process is any function being performed. 

2. The data flow shows the direction of data element movement. 

3. The data store is a location where data are stored 

4. An external entity is a source or destination of a data element 

 

 

Object Model 

There is no single programming style that is best for all kinds of applications. For example, rule-oriented 

programming would be best for the design of a knowledge base, and procedure-oriented programming 

would be best suited for the design of computation-intense operations. From our experience, the object-

oriented style is best suited to the broadest set of applications; indeed, this programming paradigm often 

serves as the architectural framework in which we employ other paradigms.  

 

Each of these styles of programming is based upon its own conceptual framework. Each requires a 

different mindset, a different way of thinking about the problem. For all things object-oriented, the 

conceptual framework is the object model. There are four major elements of this model: 
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• A st a tio  

 • E apsulatio  

 • Modula ity 

 • Hie a hy 

 By major, we mean that a model without any one of these elements is not object-oriented.  

 

There are three minor elements of the object model: 

 

 • Typi g 

 • Co u e y 

 • Pe siste e 

 By minor, we mean that each of these elements is a useful, but not essential, part of the object model. 

 

1. Abstraction 

Abstraction in Object Oriented Programming helps to hide the irrelevant details of an object. Abstraction 

is separating the functions and properties that logically can be separated to a separate entity which the 

main type depends on. 

 

This kind of Abstraction helps in separating the members that change frequently. Abstraction is one of 

the key principles of the OOAD(Object oriented analysis and Design). Applying Abstraction during the 

design and domain modeling, helps a lot in design the a system which is flexible and maintainable. 

 

Abstraction is achieved by Composition 

Abstraction Example: A Car has Engine, wheels and many other parts. When we write all the properties of 

the Car, Engine, and wheel in a single class 

 

 
 

Abstraction has three advantages: 

•    By using abstraction, we can separate the things that can be grouped to another type. 

•    Frequently changing properties and methods can be grouped to a separate type so that the   

main type         need not under go changes. This adds strength to the OOAD principle -"Code should 

be open for Extension but closed for Modification". 

•     Simplifies the representation of the domain models 

•     It helps to reduce the complexity and also improves the maintainability of the system. 

 

2. Encapsulation 

Encapsulation is a language mechanism to restrict the access of the Objects components to other 

Objects or Classes.  

Encapsulation helps in enforcing the security of the data related to a particular object. In the 

programming models like Structural, procedural and Modular programming, there was not much 
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provision to safeguard the data from the other procedures or functions. This can lead to the misuse of 

data or even the design by responsibility principle of OOAD can be some times breached. 

 

Encapsulation in Object Oriented Programming is implemented by mentioning the Access Modifiers like 

public, protected, private and default access.The access to the data  and methods can be restricted to a 

package, classes level etc. 

 

 

 

 

3. Modularity 

Modularity is the process of decomposing a problem (program) into a set of modules so as to reduce the 

overall complexity of the problem. Booch has defined modularity as: 

 

Modula ity is the property of a system that has been decomposed into a set of cohesive and loosely 

oupled odules.  

 

Modularity is intrinsically linked with encapsulation. Modularity can be visualized as a way of mapping 

encapsulated abstractions into real, physical modules having high cohesion within the modules and their 

inter–module interaction or coupling is low. 

 

4. Hierarchy 

I  G ady Boo h’s o ds, Hie a hy is the a ki g o  o de i g of a st a tio . Th ough hie a hy, a 
system can be made up of interrelated subsystems, which can have their own subsystems and so on 

u til the s allest le el o po e ts a e ea hed. It uses the p i iple of di ide a d o ue . Hie a hy 
allows code reusability. 

 

The two types of hierarchies in OOA are: 

 

    I“–A  hie a hy : It defines the hierarchical relationship in inheritance, whereby from a super-class, a 

number of subclasses may be derived which may again have subclasses and so on. For example, if we 

de i e a lass Rose f o  a lass Flo e , e a  say that a ose is–a  flo e . 
 

    PART–OF  hie a hy : It defines the hierarchical relationship in aggregation by which a class may be 

composed of other classes. For example, a flower is composed of sepals, petals, stamens, and carpel. It 

a  e said that a petal is a pa t–of  flo er. 

 

Typing 

According to the theories of abstract data type, a type is a characterization of a set of elements. In OOP, 

a class is visualized as a type having properties distinct from any other types. Typing is the enforcement 

of the notion that an object is an instance of a single class or type. It also enforces that objects of 
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different types may not be generally interchanged; and can be interchanged only in a very restricted 

manner if absolutely required to do so. 

 

The two types of typing are: 

 

    Strong Typing : Here, the operation on an object is checked at the time of compilation, as in the 

programming language Eiffel. 

 

    Weak Typing : Here, messages may be sent to any class. The operation is checked only at the time of 

execution, as in the programming language Smalltalk. 

 

Concurrency 

Concurrency in operating systems allows performing multiple tasks or processes simultaneously. When a 

single process exists in a system, it is said that there is a single thread of control. However, most systems 

have multiple threads, some active, some waiting for CPU, some suspended, and some terminated. 

Systems with multiple CPUs inherently permit concurrent threads of control; but systems running on a 

single CPU use appropriate algorithms to give equitable CPU time to the threads so as to enable 

concurrency. 

 

In an object-oriented environment, there are active and inactive objects. The active objects have 

independent threads of control that can execute concurrently with threads of other objects. The active 

objects synchronize with one another as well as with purely sequential objects. 

 

Persistence 

An object occupies a memory space and exists for a particular period of time. In traditional 

programming, the lifespan of an object was typically the lifespan of the execution of the program that 

created it. In files or databases, the object lifespan is longer than the duration of the process creating 

the object. This property by which an object continues to exist even after its creator ceases to exist is 

known as persistence. 

 

 

 

FUNCTION MODEL 

A function model or functional model in systems engineering and software engineering is a 

structured representation of the functions (activities, actions, processes, operations) within the 

modeled system or subject area.  
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A function model, similar with the activity model or process model, is a graphical representation of 

an enterprise's function within a defined scope. The purposes of the function model are to describe the 

functions and processes, assist with discovery of information needs, help identify opportunities, and 

establish a basis for determining product and service costs. 

 

Function block diagram 

 

A functional block diagram is a block diagram, that describes the functions and interrelationships of 

a system. The functional block diagram can picture:  

 Functions of a system pictured by blocks 

 Input and output elements of a block pictured with lines, and 

 Relationships between the functions 

 Functional sequences and paths for matter and or signals 

The block diagram can use additional schematic symbols to show particular properties. 
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Specific function block diagram are the classic Functional Flow Block Diagram, and the Function Block 

Diagram (FBD) used in the design of programmable logic controllers. 

 

Relationship between Object, Dynamic, and Functional Models 

The Object Model, the Dynamic Model, and the Functional Model are complementary to each other for a 

complete Object-Oriented Analysis. 

 Object modelling develops the static structure of the software system in terms of objects. Thus it 

sho s the doe s  of a syste . 

 Dynamic Modelling develops the temporal behavior of the objects in response to external events. 

It shows the sequences of operations performed on the objects. 

 Functional model gives an overview of what the system should do. 

Functional Model and Object Model 

The four main parts of a Functional Model in terms of object model are: 

 Process : Processes imply the methods of the objects that need to be implemented. 

 Actors : Actors are the objects in the object model. 

 Data Stores : These are either objects in the object model or attributes of objects. 

 Data Flows : Data flows to or from actors represent operations on or by objects. Data flows to or 

from data stores represent queries or updates. 

Functional Model and Dynamic Model 

The dynamic model states when the operations are performed, while the functional model states how 

they are performed and which arguments are needed. As actors are active objects, the dynamic model 

has to specify when it acts. The data stores are passive objects and they only respond to updates and 

queries; therefore the dynamic model need not specify when they act. 

 

 

Object Model and Dynamic Model 

The dynamic model shows the status of the objects and the operations performed on the occurrences of 

events and the subsequent changes in states. The state of the object as a result of the changes is shown 

in the object model. 

Object Diagram 

An object diagram models a group of objects and their links at a point of time. It shows the instances of 

the things in a class diagram. Object diagram is the static part of an interaction diagram. 
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Example : The following figure shows an object diagram of a portion of the class diagram of the Banking 

System. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

State Diagrams 

A state–chart diagram shows a state machine that depicts the control flow of an object from one state to 

another. A state machine portrays the sequences of states which an object undergoes due to events and 

their responses to events. 

State–Chart Diagrams comprise of: 

 States: Simple or Composite 

 Transitions between states 

 Events causing transitions 
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 Actions due to the events 

State-chart diagrams are used for modeling objects which are reactive in nature. 

Example 

In the Automated Trading House System, let us model Order as an object and trace its sequence. The 

following figure shows the corresponding state–chart diagram. 

 

 

 

 

Data Flow Diagram 

A data flow diagram is a flowchart that can help you visualize the data pipeline of a system so you can 

trace what happens to the data as it moves between components. This is a great way to find 

redundancies and optimize the speed and responsiveness of your app. 

Making a data flow diagram involves a few simple steps: 

1. Add symbols that represent processes, datastores, dataflows and external entities 

2. Connect symbols with lines to represent the flow of information 

3. Add text 
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4. Show any loops back to previous steps or link to subprocesses 

 

 

Notations used: 

 

Process Notations. A process transforms incoming data flow into outgoing data flow. 

 

Datastore Notations. Datastores are repositories of data in the system. They are sometimes also 

referred to as files. 
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Dataflow Notations. Dataflows are pipelines through which packets of information flow. Label the 

arrows with the name of the data that moves through it. 

External Entity Notations. External entities are objects outside the system, with which the system 

communicates. External entities are sources and destinations of the system's inputs and outputs. 

Levels of DFD 

 Level 0 - Highest abstraction level DFD is known as Level 0 DFD, which depicts the entire 

information system as one diagram concealing all the underlying details. Level 0 DFDs are also 

known as context level DFDs. 

 

 Level 1 - The Level 0 DFD is broken down into more specific, Level 1 DFD. Level 1 DFD depicts basic 

modules in the system and flow of data among various modules. Level 1 DFD also mentions basic 

processes and sources of information. 
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 Level 2-At this level,DFD shows how data flows inside the modules mentioned in Level 1. 

Higher level DFDs can be transformed into more specific lower level DFDs with deeper level of 

understanding unless the desired level of specification is achieved. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

The analysis phase starts with a problem statement which includes a list of goals and a definitive 

enumeration of key concepts within a domain. This problem statement is then expanded into three 

views, or models: an object model, a dynamic model, and a functional model. The object model 

represents the artifacts of the system. The dynamic model represents the interaction between these 

artifacts represented as events, states, and transitions. The functional model represents the methods of 

the system from the perspective of data flow. The analysis phase generates object-model diagrams, state 

diagrams, event-flow diagrams, and data-flow diagrams. The analysis phase is now complete. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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